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Type of High Secondary School (Governmental Vs Private) and Type of
High Secondary School Certificate (Sudanese Vs Arabian):
Do They Affect Learning Style?
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Abstract
Background: People differ in the way they perceive, process, store, and recall what they are
attempting to learn. This study aimed to assess the learning styles among preclinical 1st year
medical students and the influence of the type of high secondary school (governmental vs.
private) and type of high secondary school certificate (Sudanese vs. Arabian) on learning
style.
Materials and Methods: A cross sectional institutional-based study was conducted at Al
Neelain University, Khartoum State, Sudan. First year students of Medicine, Dentistry and
Physiotherapy Faculties were enrolled. The VARK (Visual, Auditory, Read and write, and
Kinesthetic) learning style hard copy questionnaire, © Copyright Version 7.8 (2014) held
by VARK Learn Limited, Christchurch, New Zealand was administered following
permission. Data were analyzed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version
21.
Results: Out of 320 students, 198 correctly completed VARK questionnaires, with mean age
of 17.88 years (SD 1.52) and 74.2% were female students. About 59.6% were from
governmental schools and 79.4% of the studied students had Sudanese High Secondary
Certificates. About 64.1% demonstrated singular mode preference. Inferential statistics
showed statistically significant difference between the learning styles and the type of
secondary school whether governmental or private (P-value 0.005) while no statistically
significant difference in relation to the type of high school certificate of the studied group
(P-value 0.225).
Conclusion: The type of secondary school whether governmental or private may affect
learning style of medical students while student's gender, type of college, or type of high
school certificate (whether Sudanese or Arabian) do not. More andlarger studies are
encouraged.
Key word: Learning modalities, VARK questionnaire, Unimodal preference, Medical
education, Sudan.
eople are different; everyone has his
own way of perception. These
perceptions shape our thinking,
decision making and the way that we
prioritize things1.Learning is a relatively

P

permanent change in an organism’s
behavior due to experience1. Students'
approach to learning is a topic of interest
for medical educators for many decades.
This is because the ability to learn is
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necessary to becoming a doctor. During
the undergraduate years, medical students
learn to be life-long learners, be able to
collect and organize information from
different sources and to apply the relevant
knowledge to solve the patients' problems
in a humanitarian healthcare perspective2.
The students face difficulty during the
transition stage from preclinical to clinical
education, due to the dramatic increase in
the volume of content. Furthermore,
today’s medical students represent a wide
range of diversities in terms of age,
gender, experience, culture, ethnicity, and
level of preparedness as well as learning
preferences and styles. These diversities;
conversely, presents a challenge for
instructors to meet the educational needs
of all students. Mainly, improvement of
student motivation and performance is
better when instructions are adapted to
student learning preferences and styles3,4.
Learning is acquisition of information.
Learning style is the learners' preferred
mode of learning in terms of the sensory
modality by which they prefer to take in
new information. While learning, each of
us has his own preferences for the way that
he receives information. A learning style is
the complex approach in which, and
conditions under which, learners most
efficiently and most effectively perceive,
process, store, and recall what they are
attempting to learn4- 6.
The learner’s preferred mode of learning
characterizes his learning style. Four
modes of learning styles have been defined
by Neil Fleming's, these are; Visual,
Auditory, Read/write and Kinesthetic
(VARK) learners. Each individual has his
own preference in terms of the sensory
modality by which he likes to take in new
information depending on his own nervous
system. VARK is a perceptual,
instructional preference model that
classifies learning by sensory preferences.
Neil Fleming claimed that visual learners
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have a preference for seeing (think in
pictures; visual aids that represent ideas
using methods other than words, such as
graphs, charts, diagrams, symbols, etc.).
Auditory learners best learn through
listening (lectures, discussions, tapes, etc.).
Tactile/kinesthetic learners prefer to learn
via experience—moving, touching, and
doing (active exploration of the world;
science projects; experiments, etc.).
Although students can use any single or
combination of these sensory modes to
learn, one mode is usually dominant and
more preferred than the others1, 4,7,8.
The visual learners (V) are those who
typically learn through observing or seeing
with their eyes, for example, by using
drawings,
pictures,
diagrams
and
demonstrations. The auditory learners (A)
are very good listeners. They learn better
by listening to or recording lectures,
discussing material, and talking through
material with themselves or others. The
read/write learners (R) prefer printed
words and texts. This type of people learns
through interactions with textual materials.
The kinesthetic learners (K) are tactile
learners who learn best by using physical
experiences, such as touching, performing
an activity, moving, lessons that
emphasize doing, and manipulation of
objects. Student learners are able to use all
of these sensory modes of learning.
However, each individual has a distinctive
preference or set of preferences, in which
one mode is usually dominant. According
to their score distribution among the
different sensory modalities, students can
be unimodal or multimodal (bimodal,
trimodal and quadmodal)1, 4,7,8.
Learning style is not just a concept; it is
the key to improve school climate and
student achievement by recognizing that
all students are not the same, and that all
students do not learn the same way. Thus,
because students have significantly
different learning styles, it is the
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responssibility of the
t instructoor to addreess
this diiversity annd developp appropriaate
learningg approachees3,5.
The aim
m of this study
s
was to assess thhe
learningg styles am
mong preclinnical 1st yeear
medicall students and
a the infl
fluence of thhe
type
of
highh
secondaary
schoool
(governnmental vs. private) and type of
high
school
secondaryy
certificaate
(Sudaneese vs. Arabbian) on leaarning style..

nsisted. Fillling the questionnaiire was
in
op
ptional. Alll members of the classes who
siigned a wrritten inform
med consent were
in
ncluded in the studyy. Correctly
y filled
qu
uestionnairees were inccluded in th
he study.
Ethical clearance waas obtaineed and
f conductting the stu
udy was
peermission for
ob
btained from the conccerned bod
dy in Al
Neelain
N
Univversity.
Data
D
were analyzed using Sttatistical
Paackage foor Social Sciences (SPSS)
veersion 21 (IIBM). Indeependent saamples tteest and one--way ANOV
VA tests weere used
to
o study thee effect off, gender, type of
seecondary scchool certificate, and faculty
on
n the learninng modalityy preferencee.
P-value
P
at 0.05 was connsidered stattistically
siignificant.

MATERIALS AN
ND METHO
ODS:
A descrriptive crosss sectionall institutionnal
based study
s
was conducted
c
a Al Neelaain
at
Universsity, Khartooum State, Sudan durinng
March 2015. Fiirst year students of
Medicinne, Dentistry and Physiotherap
P
py
Facultiees were enrolled. The VAR
RK
(Visual, Auditory, Read andd write, annd
Kinesthhetic) learnning style hard coppy
questionnnaire, © Copyright Version 7.8
7
(2014) held by VARK
V
Leaarn Limiteed,
Christchhurch,
New Zealaand
w
was
adminisstered.
F
Following
Copyrigght
Permisssion
the
questionnnaire
w
was
translated to Araabic languuage. VAR
RK
questionnnaire is coomposed of 16 questionns,
each wiith four optiions.
The questionnairess were distributed to all
a
the students in thhe classes, with a tottal
numberr of 320 students.
s
Sttudents weere
informeed about thee objectivess of the studdy,
instructtions of how
h
to fill
f
it weere
illustratted, and confidenntiality was
w
single

12%

RESULTS:
R
Out
O
of 3220 studentts, 198 correctly
c
co
ompleted VARK
V
quuestionnairees, with
reesponse ratee of 61.9%. Mean ag
ge of the
sttudied group was 117.88 (SD
D 1.52).
Feemale students werre 74.2%. About
59
9.6% of the studied sstudents weere from
go
overnmentaal schools. More thaan three
qu
uarters (79.4%) of thhe studied students
haad Sudaneese Seconndary Certtificates.
Those from
m Facultyy of Medicine
M
reepresented 42.6 %, w
while 31.5 % were
frrom Facultyy of Dentiistry, and 25.9 %
frrom Facultyy of Physiothherapy.
Fiigure 1 shhowed the modal prefferences
3%

bi-modal
21%
tri-modal

664%

All four

Figure 1: The moddal preferencces of studieed students..
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Figure 2 : The learrning styles of the studiied group.
of the studied studeents; 64.1%
% had singullar
p
21.2% weere bi-modaal,
mode preference,
11.6% were tri-moodal and 3.1% preferred
all fouur modes. Figure 2 reflects thhe
learningg styles; 30.8% showed preferencces
for Kiinesthetic sensory style,
s
25.33%
showedd preferencees for Audittory style, 4%
4
showedd preferencees for Visuual style annd
4% shoowed prefe
ferences forr Read/wriite
style, while
w
the othhers are mullti-modal.

No
N significannt gender ddifference was
w seen
in
n terms of
o unimodaal or mulltimodal
leearning prefferences (Fiigure 3). Th
here was
allso no signiificant diffeerence in in
ndividual
seensory modality
m
ppreference among
un
nimodal learners. There was
w
no
sttatistically significant
s
difference between
b
th
he learning styles andd the type of high
scchool certifficate of thee studied grroup (Pvaalue 0.2255) as seeen in fig
gure 4.
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Figure 3 : The learrning styles according to
t gender off the studiedd group (P-vvalue 0.210
0).
According to infereential statistics, the onlly
w found inn relation too
significcant effect was
the typee of secondaary school whether
w
governm
mental or prrivate (P-vaalue 0.005)
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(F
Figure 5). Figure 6 show
ws that the
leearning stylees of the stuudents belon
nging to
th
he different faculties diidn't differ greatly
g
(P
P-value 0.0552).
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Sudanese

n the currennt study, 21..2% were bii-modal,
In
11.6% were tri-modal aand 3.1% preferred
p
i lower
alll four moddes. This diistribution is
th
han that reeported by Baykan; bimodal
(3
30.3%), trim
modal (20.7%
%), and quaadmodal
(1
12.9%)7.
There is no agreementt between different
d
sttudies on the influennce of gen
nder on
leearning styles. This sstudy revealed no
sttatistically significant differencee in the
leearning prefference betw
ween male (72.55%
(
un
nimodal) and
a
female
(61.22%
(
un
nimodal) students. Female students
reepresent 755%, 74%, aand 70.49%
% of the
viisual, auditoory, and kiinesthetic unimodal
u
leearners, resppectively.
Equal numbeer of male aand female students
50%) prefferred readding and writing
(5
leearning stylee.
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DISCU
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i
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studies worldwide.. In this studdy 64.1% had
singularr mode prreference. This diffeers
greatly from Baykaan et al studdy who founnd
unimoddality prefeerence in 36.1% annd
Guraya's and Saraabi's studiess in which no
n
minated, but
b
single learning style predom
slightlyy higher thaan Almigbaal et al whho
7
reportedd 57% withh unimodal preference7,911
. Amoong the moono-modal students whho
particippated, 30.88% were kinesthetiic,
25.3% were
w
auditoory, 4% weere visual annd
4%weree read/writte learnerss. There are
a
remarkaably more auditory
a
leaarners amonng
the Suddanese studdied studennts compared
with thee Turkish sttudents in one study7.

single

Figure 4 : The learrning styles according to
t type of high school certificate
c
oof the studieed group
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Figure 5 : The learrning styless according to type of high
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seconddary (governnmental vs private)
o the studieed group (P
P-value 0.0005).
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Figure 6 : The leaarning stylees in the different
d
0.052).
Similarly, Urval et
e al found that most of
male undergrraduate meddical studennts
the fem
(68.3%)) preferred more than one modaliity
of learnning with diverse
d
senssory modaliity
combinnations in booth gender. Among thoose
with unnimodal preeferences inn their studdy,
female students were
w
predom
minantly aurral
t same ass many othher
(49.3%)). This is the
3
studies3,12
. Howevver, Sarabi et
e al foundd a
significcant relatioonship betw
ween gendder
and sinngle modaal learningg styles (P
P=
0.009). He reportted that male
m
studennts
t kinesthhetic learninng
preferreed to use the
style more
m
than females, while,
w
femaale
studentss preferred the auural learninng
style11. On the othher hand, Wehrwein
W
et al
m
studennts
found thata majoority of male
preferreed
mulltimodal
instructioon,
specificcally, four modes
m
(VAR
RK), whereeas
a majoority of fem
male studennts preferred
single-m
mode instruuction with a preferennce
1
toward kinestheticc learning13
. While in
anotherr study fem
male students were founnd
to had a slightly hiigher averagge percentage
of the read/write
r
l
learning
styyle (preferred
read/wrrite) compaared with male
m
studennts
(28.9 +/+ 0.9%, n = 63, vs. 25.3 +/- 1.3%
%,
144
n=32, P < 0.03) . Bearing in mind thhat
there are physioological and
a
physiccal
differennces between males and femalees,

facculties amonng the studdied group (P-value
(
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he influencee of genderr on learnin
ng styles
th
neecessitates further
f
studdies.
This study revealed
r
thaat the type of high
nese or
scchool certiificate wheether Sudan
Arabian
A
doees not influuence the learning
sttyle preferrence. Mooreover, beeing in
medicine,
m
dentistry or physio
otherapy
faaculty doeesn't changge the prreferable
model
m
of student
s
leaarning. Up
pon the
in
nternet searrch, there are no pu
ublished
sttudies in thee English liiterature to the date
off writing this articlle concerning the
in
nfluence of
o high secondary school
ceertificate orr type of ffaculty on learning
sttyles, so comparisoon is reestricted.
However,
H
L
Luccheset
al assesssed the
prredictive caapacity of a series of in
ndicators
asssociated too the populaation of can
ndidates
atttempting entrance
e
too medical studies.
They concluded thaat predicto
ors are
asssociated too sociocultuural factorss related
to
o family envvironment, mainly edu
ucational
leevel of the mother, annd to a high
h-school
grrade point average
a
(GP
PA) value between
b
8 and 9 poinnts15. In Suddan for man
ny years
nly those who
w obtain high grades enter
on
medical
m
schoools. But thhings are beecoming
more
m
compliicated in thee recent yeaars when
medical
m
schoools accept students with
w high
raange of graddes and sociiocultural variation.
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In this study a significant effect was found
between preference of learning style and
the type of secondary school whether
governmental or private. To the best of our
knowledge this is the first study that relate
student's learning style to the type of
secondary school among Sudanese
undergraduate students. The authors
emphasize the importance of such studies.
There are many advantages behind
Knowledge about the learning styles of
students at educational institutes. It is
valuable and helps solve learning problems
among students, and allows students to
become better learners11. Using pre and
post intervention change in student's
perception about usefulness of knowing
learning styles on their learning, learning
behavior,
and
performance
in
examinations, Kumar et al found that post
intervention mean scores showed a
significant change (P <0.0001) in student's
self-perceptions about usefulness of
knowing one's learning style and
discovering strategies that worked within
the institutional environment16. A strong
correlation between the use of strategic
and deep learning styles and success in the
exam as well as the GPA was also
reported17,18. However, Dobson found no
statistically
significant
relationship
between perceived sensory modality
preferences and course scores (P = 0.01 by
ANOVA)19. Moreover, it can help provide
learning situations tailored to the student's
individual preference, overcome the
predisposition to treat all students in a
similar way, and motivate teachers to
move from their preferred mode(s) to
using others 3,9.
Medical school curricula are undergoing
transformational change in response to
calls for integrating content across courses
and years to enable better retention and
application and for individualizing
learning to meet the diverse backgrounds
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and thus differing needs of students.
In this context, it is recommend that
students should be informed about their
learning style and that educational
planners should ensure an adequate mix of
students with different learning styles and
design approaches that promote lifelong
learning skills as well as disciplinary
knowledge16,20. Furthermore, awareness of
learning styles motivates students to adapt
other learning strategies and use mixed
methods for learning21.
The use of teaching methods consistent
with the learning style is also
recommended because it would be more
effective22,23. It was realized that students
whose learning styles are compatible with
the teaching style of a course instructor
tend to retain information longer, apply it
more effectively, and have more positive
post-course attitudes toward the subject
than do their counterparts who experience
learning/teaching style mismatches24.
Furthermore, increased student interest and
learning gains can be achieved when
learning strategy is designed with students'
Studies
learning styles in mind17,25.
proved that providing students with
multiple ways to access content and to
demonstrate knowledge and skills,
improves learning, increases engagement
and learning, and provides teachers with
more accurate understanding of students'
knowledge and skills26.
We have to put into consideration that the
learning styles amongst the undergraduate
medical students may differ from the
postgraduates and also it may differ
according to student's level27,28. Whether
students' learning style differs by time or
not should also be considered2.
The limitations of this study include that it
included one level of students and didn't
consider the motivation, cultural variations
and emotional factors which can affect
learning style and allow more reliable
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results, better counselling to the students,
and enrich the literature with valuable
information29.
In this study VARK model was used
while some other studies used Kolb's
learning style which divides learners into
four groups (Diverger, Assimilator,
Converger and Accomodator), that differ
both in terms of their learning behavior as
well as personality and preferences3034
.Other models or scales do exist eg.
Grasha-Riechmann Student Learning Style
Scales35,36, Fisher's self-directed learning
readiness (SDLR) scale34 and California
critical
thinking
standardized
22
questionnaire while Laight conducted
special methods (Duff's 30-item revised
approaches to study inventory (RASI)37.
Another
one
is
Learning
Style
Questionnaire (LSQ) which is used to
assess and categorize the participants into
Honey and Mumford classification of
learning styles. The responses of each
student ranges from 'very strong,' 'strong',
'moderate', and 'low' preference towards
activist, theorist, reflector and pragmatist
learning styles27.
The
visual-aural-read/write-kinesthetic
(VARK) questionnaire has the advantages
of being simple, freely available, easy to
administer tool that encourages students to
describe their behavior in a manner they
can identify with and accept. Though
learning styles have been categorized in a
number
of
different
ways
visual/auditory/kinesthetic,
diverger/assimilator, impulsive/reflective,
etc. - yet there is no overarching model
that has been proven to have reliable
outcomes38.
Identification of the learning style
preferences of undergraduate students in
relation to their academic achievement
would have imposed more power to this
study. Moreover, home language and
Strength or weakness of English language
if it is the second tongue is a challenging
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issue. Weather it plays a role in the way
students are motivated to learn needs to be
addressed39.
CONCLUSION:
The type of secondary school whether
governmental or private may affect
learning style of medical students while
student's gender, type of college, or type of
high school certificate (whether Sudanese
or Arabian) do not. Larger and more
studies are encouraged.
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